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November 26, 2013
I apologize to many of you who have reached out and contacted me in
the past days and weeks, and to whom I have not responded. I ask for
mercy and understanding knowing many of you will realize this is a
VERY difficult time for me and my family. I am attempting to exercise
discretion, and to faithfully exercise my limited duties in this recent
situation. In line with that, I have been leery of talking to many of you
to whom I owe calls, emails, texts and FB messages back to, because I
am committed to not “feed the gossip mill”, or pass on dainty morsels.
And just not talking has been one way I have attempted to walk a very
difficult line in a very messy situation.
Greater knowledge brings with it greater responsibility, particularly for
those who have had close relationships with those involved. I’ve
attempted to only communicate with people that have reason to know
at this point. Please be patient with me. I promise I still love and care
for each of you, and hope that you will understand.
November 27, 2013
The past decade of my life has been defined by my close relationship
with my mentor and former spiritual father. Those who know me
recognize my longstanding, fierce commitment to his family, his work,
and his legacy. As soon as I caught wind of what was going on, I
became very involved in working towards fulfilling the duties of
friendship and brotherhood – to confront a man who has been like a
father to me for a third of my life and plead with him to truthfully
confess, and to genuinely take responsibility for longstanding betrayal
of everything we had fought together for with the hope of ultimate
restoration.
Friends... truth and justice are mercy. Covering sin is not mercy.
(Proverbs 28:13, “He who covers his sins will not prosper, But
whoever confesses and forsakes them will have mercy.”) This was the
message of the men that joined me to go in person to plead with him.
Men he’s called “bosom brothers”, son’s in the Lord, close friends, and
a mentor of his. What for us was a tender, emotional, mission of
mercy and plea for true repentance was met with something, and by
someone I never could have imagined. Instead of being received as
the “wounds of a friend” (Proverbs 27:6), I was formally disowned and
declared to be a “destroyer” to my face.
There is no way to describe the soul crushing blow I was dealt that day

and it's overall impact on my life. It's was like experiencing the scene
from Braveheart… where William Wallace finds out he's been betrayed
by Robert the Bruce, over and over again. Walking away from that
meeting, I couldn’t speak for hours I was so stunned. I am still
physically, emotionally and spiritually broken and asking God to give
me wisdom. I know many people are so very hurt and confused
regarding what has transpired and my prayer for myself, my family,
and everyone involved is that we look to Christ alone with hearts of
love, mercy, and repentance seeking to root out the sin in our own
lives. Galatians 6:1 Brethren, if a man is overtaken in any trespass,
you who are spiritual restore such a one in a spirit of gentleness,
considering yourself lest you also be tempted.
November 29, 2013
“For one thousand years, this principle has guided Western civilization.
Simply stated, that principle is this: the groom dies for the bride, the
strong suffer for the weak, and the highest expression of love is to
give one’s life for another. The men aboard the Titanic recognized their
duty because they had been raised in a culture that implicitly
embraced such notions. Only by returning to these foundations can we
ever hope to live in a society in which men will make the selfconscious decision to die so that women and children may live. This is
the true legacy of the Titanic.” Douglas Phillips
When those who champion “women and children first” hide behind
smooth words instead of “suffering for the weak”... When the strong
take advantage of the weak, and then turn them out like so much
garbage… When the strong seize the lifeboats and leave the weak
drowning in the icy water… it leaves no choice for men of God other
than to rise up and oppose them when they discover the truth. Woe to
those that do not.

